The discovery of spectral opponency in visual systems and its impact on understanding the neurobiology of color vision.
The two principal theories of color vision that emerged in the nineteenth century offered alternative ideas about the nature of the biological mechanisms that underlie the percepts of color. One, the Young-Helmholtz theory, proposed that the visual system contained three component mechanisms whose individual activations were linked to the perception of three principal hues; the other, the Hering theory, assumed there were three underlying mechanisms, each comprising a linked opponency that supported contrasting and mutually exclusive color percepts. These competing conceptions remained effectively untested until the middle of the twentieth century when single-unit electrophysiology emerged as a tool allowing a direct examination of links between spectral stimulation of the eye and responses of individual cells in visual systems. This approach revealed that the visual systems of animals known to have color vision contain cells that respond in a spectrally-opponent manner, firing to some wavelengths of stimulation and inhibiting to others. The discovery of spectral opponency, and the research it stimulated, changed irrevocably our understanding of the biology of color vision.